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The Beginnings of the New Testament
Lecture 14

The Text
•	The history of the text begins with the _______________of each of the books and continues until the ________________time
A.The Age of Handwritten Text (prior to 1514)
1. The Period of _________________Beginning
•	Most of the NT texts were copied ___________after they were written
•	This process of copying soon resulted in a number of _________________in the text
•	Each new manuscript produced a few more variations until the manuscripts diverged further and further from the originals
•	As a matter of fact, Dr. James Brooks, says that most of the variant readings known today appeared before AD______________.
The Factors Behind the Variants
•	1. Most manuscripts were copied by _______________in the beginning rather than professional scribes and these were more likely to make mistakes
•	2. Most of these errors were ___________________as a result of amateurs copying the mss
•	3. Some were _______________--- the copyists were trying to correct what they considered a previous error or thought they were being led by the ______________to make the correction
More Factors Behind the Variants
•	4. ________________often led to variants being made in the text which ultimately made it almost impossible to develop a stable textual tradition
•	5. Some of the early Christian writers made loose ________________and paraphrases of the text from memory added more variants 
•	Only a small number of mss prior to __________AD survive because of persecutions and because they were written on papyrus
2. The Age of Manuscript __________________(4th to 8th centuries)
•	beginning with this period there is considerable ____________agreement to be found
•	the most influential reason is that the persecution of the church had ceased by now
•	Christianity’s new found economic,  ______________power, and the growth of learning added to this textual _________________
•	These things indirectly led to a greater concern for an ___________________text
Text Types
•	As mss were produced it appears that _______major areas or cities were responsible for the collecting and copying of NT mss
•	These _______________texts begin to appear around _____________AD
•	So it makes sense that mss circulating in one area would have more in common than those in another area
Text Type 1: The ______________Text Type
•	this is thought to be the ________________text type
•	this one covers a large geographical area and seems to not be located in one locale
•	It has few ___________________and they _____________great agreement
•	it appears to be the uncontrolled, popular text of the __________and 3rd centuries
•	modern textual critics do not have a great amount of use for this one in their work
Text Type 2: The __________________Text
•	It is apporxiamately as old as the __________________Type and
•	appears to be the result of a definite _______________attempt covering several centuries to restore the original text
•	it is generally considered the best _____________-type, but it must be remembered that it is not the “___________________” text and is not correct in every instance
Text Type 3: The ___________________Text
•	this has been identified in the ____________________only and does not consistently agree with one another while many textual critics doubt if it is a ________________text type
Text Type 4: The _________________Text
•	it is unquestionably the _____________and the _____________text type
•	it first appears in the _________________version (4th century) and
•	the writings of John ______________________(died 407) and 
•	the Codex _____________________(5th century)
•	the reason it is considered inferior is that it often combines earlier variant readings
A Note for our information
•	Papyrus was used for several centuries, but
•	vellum was the choice for most of the mss produced during this period
3. The Period of _____________________Text (9th to 16th century)
•	during the first half of the previous period, the Byzantine was merely _______of the text types.
•	But during the second half of that period the Byzantine became the ___________text
•	by the 9th century it had completely displaced all other text types
•	How did it do this?  
•	Easy to answer…. It won by _________________
The Byzantine Victory
•	the ______________language in Christian circles in the western portion of the Roman Empire was giving way to _______________before the 5th century
•	during the 7th centuries and following the Mohammedan armies overran much of the civilized world and destroyed Christianity in those areas
•	Constantinople was able to stand until ______________
•	This proved to be the only major century of Greek culture during the Middle Ages and its local _________________type became dominant.
During the 9th Century
•	a major difference came into being as the way that the Greek letters were written
•	before only ___________________were used for writing
•	but now ___________________or small cursive Greek letters could be used in literary works
•	all the mss which use this form of Greek lettering was written after the _______century AD
B. The Age of the ________________Text (Since 1514)
•	the first Greek NT to be  printed was the _____________________Polyglot in 1514
•	It was not actually published until __________and 
•	it had little effect upon the later history of the text
1. The __________________Text (1516-1880)
•	The first Greek NT to be published was that of _________________of Rotterdam in 1516
•	This was a year before the ______________________Reformation
•	It was based off about a half ________________mss containing various portions of the NT
•	He used no more than 2 or ______of these for any one portion of his NT
•	For ___________________he had only 1 mss and it lacked the last 6 verses
Erasmus’ solution
•	he translated the last 6 verses from the Latin __________________into Greek
•	In so doing, he produced ___________________readings for which no mss evidence has been found
•	In other places he made interpolations from the Vulgate
•	The most famous interpolation occurred in __________________ which he left out in the first two editions, but later added because of pressures. Only _______other editions have been found with this and none of them earlier than 12th century AD
Erasmus’ contribution
•	His major accomplishment is the _____________________of the text type prevalent during his day.  This was the ___________________text type
•	the various editions of the Greek NT which circulated during this period and shortly after him used a text quite similar to his third edition
•	The result is the popularization of this text type which came to be known as the “_____________________Text”
•	It reigned until the ________________century 
2. The Critical Text Period (since 1881)
•	during the 17th and 18th century more and more mss were discovered
•	many of these differed from the “________________________Text”
•	these provided the raw materials for establishing a critical text
•	The first person to break from the “Received Text” was ___________________ in 1831.
•	He felt he had discovered the text that went back to the _________century and not originals
Others who worked on the Texts
•	Constantine von _________________________and S. P. Tregelles
The Most Important Work of Textual Criticism
•	was done by B. F. __________________and F. J. A. ____________in their work called, “The New Testament in the Original Greek” 1881-1882.
•	Their text follows closely the ________________text type, which they called the “____________________Text”
•	they did more than edit a Greek NT text.  they wrote a book to explain their textual theory
•	Many feel they adequately explained why the Byzantine text was late and ________________
The Result of Westcott and Hort’s Work
•	no recent edition of the Greek NT has been based on the ________________Text as a basis for translation
The Importance of the Work of Textual Criticism
•	the translators of the Greek NT use updated versions of __________________and ____________________work for their basis
•	The popular ___________is based on the _____________________Text and not on this new text

